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Welcome to MSL 3.x - HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest

This guide describes how to use Media Services Live (MSL) to set up ingest, archive settings, and MSL
liveOrigin for a stream. It also covers how to publish the stream, and play it back.

The workflow
To use Media Services Live HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest, you need to follow a basic workflow:

• You need to create a HLS/HDS/DASH live configuration. This is also referred to as a "common
configuration."

• You need to create an ingest stream. You'll add this to the common configuration.

• You need to set up your live encoder and configure playback.

• You can optionally set up events to facilitate tracking and reporting.

• You can optionally view and configure unique reports.

Key terms
Take a look at this table to familiarize yourself with some of the common terms used with MSL.

File type Description Extension Example
HLS Ingest
Variant Playlist For HLS Ingest, this file, which the

player requests just once at the start of
the session, contains a list of all the
requested stream’s available bitrates
(tracks). Since the file includes each
track’s bandwidth, the player uses this
bandwidth information to switch
between the most appropriate bitrates
in case of network bandwidth
fluctuations.

m3u8 master.m3u8

Child Playlist For HLS Ingest, each track has its own
child playlist file that contains a list of
segments available for playback. The
number of segments in the file
determines how far back the player can
seek from the live point.

For a live stream, the player requests
this file frequently to get the next set of
segments for playback. The encoder
includes an end-of-stream marker to
indicate that the stream’s end has been
reached. When the player receives this,
it stops requesting the file and also

m3u8 index_1000kpbs.
m3u8
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File type Description Extension Example

stops playback (after running through
its buffer).

Segment For HLS Ingest, this file contains the
video and/or audio data in MPEG2-TS
format. For audio-only tracks the data is
contained in AAC format with an .aac
extension.

ts / aac segment10.ts

Encryption Key This file includes a 128-bit key used to
encrypt the segments. It is only
requested when encryption is turned on
at the encoder.

key crypt.key

HDS Ingest
Set-Level
Manifest

A manifest document that describes
only set-level details of a set of content
renditions, such as bitrates, screen
resolution, and language. A set-level
manifest refers to the details of
individual renditions via a URL
reference. This is equivalent to
master.m3u8 in HLS.

f4m tennis_all.f4m

Stream-Level
Manifest

A manifest document that describes the
details of a single content rendition (as
opposed to describing the details of all
renditions that make up a set).

f4m tennis_

1000kbps.f4m

Manifest File A file conforming to the Flash Media
Manifest specification that is used to
describe a presentation.

f4m tennis.f4m

Fragment A fragment is a named downloadable
entity that contains the audio or video
data for a given interval of the
presentation. For example, a fragment
of a video rendition might contain the
video data for a short sequence of
video frames corresponding to a four-
second interval of time. Although audio
and video fragments are the most
common types of fragments; fragments
may contain data other than audio or
video data. Fragments are identified by
a number.

There is an equivalent to HLS segment
size.

f4f tennis_1000kbps
_1.f4f

Segment A contiguous group of content
fragments. In HDS, segments are the
largest unit of content and are used to
improve storage and cache efficiency.
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File type Description Extension Example
This is the entire file duration, specified
by the sum of all segment durations.

DASH Ingest
MPD Media presentation description. This is

an equivalent to the master playlist in
HLS.

Each MPD has one or more Adaptation
sets. An Adaptation set is a collection
of segment representations. There is
no equivalent for this in HLS. There is
no separate file store for Adaptation
set; it resides in the MPD.

Example: 

<AdaptationSet 
codecs="avc1.42c01e" 
mimeType="video/mp4" 
frameRate="30000/1001" 
height="360" width="640" 
segmentAlignment="true" 
subsegmentAlignment="true" 
startWithSAP="1" 
subsegmentStartsWithSAP="1"
>
  <SegmentTemplate 
timescale="90000" 
duration="540000" 
startNumber="1421805600" 
media="$RepresentationID$/
SOTU2015-$Bandwidth$-
$Number$.mp4" 
initialization="$Representa
tionID$/SOTU2015-$Bandwidth
$-init.mp4"/>
  <Representation 
bandwidth="500000" 
id="500000bps"/>
</AdaptationSet>

Each Adaptation set holds a segment
template that defines the segment/
directory naming convention.

Example:

<SegmentTemplate 
timescale="90000" 
duration="540000" 
startNumber="1421805600" 
media="$RepresentationID$/
SOTU2015-$Bandwidth$-

.mpd game_

finals_2015.mpd
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File type Description Extension Example

$Number$.mp4" 
initialization="$Representa
tionID$/SOTU2015-$Bandwidth
$-init.mp4"/>

Segment names follow the template
notation defined above.
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Create a Live Configuration

Before you create new streams, create at least one HLS/HDS/DASH ingest live configuration. This sets up
the parameters for the streams, such as the Akamai Content Provider (CP) code—used for billing and
reporting data—and a hostname.

Before you begin
Review these points before you create a live configuration.

• When you create any new live configuration, it's a "common configuration" that supports all
three ingest and delivery types—HLS, HDS, and DASH. You specify your ingest/delivery type
when you create a new stream.

• You can create as many configurations as you have CP codes available. This lets you
customize how you want to receive reports data and get billed for your streams.

• NetStorage is used with MSL HLS, HDS, and DASH ingest as your stream archive’s storage
location. So, you also need a NetStorage CP code set up and dedicated for use with MSL. Talk to
your account representative for assistance with this.

Let's get started

1. Log in to Control Center.

2. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live.

3. Select HLS/HDS/DASH from the drop-down menu.

4. Select Live Configurations  from the entity selector.

5. Click + Add Configuration.

The Add Live Configuration wizard launches.

What's next?
You use the wizard to create your configuration, beginning with Ingest Settings.

Ingest Settings
The first phase in the process requires that you apply some generic ingest settings for the configuration.
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This window offers these settings:

Parameter Description

Contract Select a contract ID tied to your account from the drop-down list.
The CP code is filtered based on the contract ID that you select.

Reporting CP Code Select the reporting CP code. CP code resources enable you to
specify the Content Provider code associated with the stream. A CP
code is necessary to track all web traffic handled by Akamai servers.
It is supplied to you when you purchase a product, and you need it
to activate any associated properties. You can generate additional
CP codes, typically to implement more detailed billing and reporting
functions and assign to custom properties.

Configuration Name Enter a name for your configuration.

Hostname Enter the hostname. Hostnames can have up to 16 alphanumeric
characters (including upper and lower case characters). For
example, hdidevices or hdidevices123.

Encoder Verification Select one of the following to specify how to verify the encoder:

• Allow All IPs - Grants access to all encoder IP addresses.

• Allow only fixed Encoder IPs - Grants access only to the
encoder IP addresses and CIDR blocks that you specify. You
can enter up to 50 values.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Archive Settings (for the configuration) on page 8.

Archive Settings (for the configuration)
In the second phase, you define archive settings for the configuration.
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Configure these settings:

Parameter Description

Archive/NetStorage CP Code Select a CP code for your archive or NetStorage. Typically you'll use
NetStorage for your archives, and this is the CP code assigned to
the NetStorage storage group you'll use for archiving. If you don't
have a storage group set up yet, talk to your Akamai account
representative for assistance.

Archive Location Select the geographical archive location. For optimal ingest
performance, choose a location that is geographically close to your
encoder.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Delivery Settings on page 9.

Delivery Settings
In the third phase of the wizard, you apply delivery settings such as segment duration and secure (HTTPS)
delivery for your configuration.
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Configure the following in the delivery settings:

Parameter Description

Enable Stale Playlist Detection Select this option to force Akamai edge servers to display a 404
error when it finds a stale playlist.

Selecting this also displays the Variant Playlist Name(s) field in
which you can enter .m3u8 file names to use in addition to the
defaults (index.m3u8, playlist.m3u8, and master.m3u8).
Enter one name per line.

HTTPS Only Select this option to enable secure delivery of live streams, variant
playlists, and encryption key files. The system will deny HTTP-based
requests. For AES-128 and CLEAR streams, master playlist
requests must be on HTTPS. All other requests can use HTTP or
HTTPS.

Variant Playlist Name(s) Appears when you select the Enable Stale Playlist Detection or the
HTTPS Only option. Enter comma separated Filenames. Filenames
can contain (a-z, A-Z, 0-9, _, -, ., ?, *). They should have the
extension .m3u8 3. * and ? will be treated as wild-card characters.
Filenames are case-sensitive.

Segment Duration Specifies the length of your segments. Akamai recommends 10s
(default value). It is used for reporting.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Security Settings on page 10.

Security Settings
Next, you can apply security for the configuration through the Media Security Policy application.
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You can apply security services by enabling the Enable Media Security Policy slider. You then need to
select the applicable Media Security Policy from the Default Policy drop-down.

First, you need a security policy
A Media Security Policy ("security policy") controls the enforcement of various security services you can use
to protect your MSL HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest content. You need to use the Media Security Policy (MSP)
application to create a security policy. You can use these MSP services to protect your content:

• Token Authorization. This protection authorizes the end user and prevents link sharing and/or
player hijacking.

• Content Targeting. This protection uses selected client IP addresses and domains to limit access to
your content.

Note: MSP offers other services for a security policy, but they aren't supported for use
with MSL HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest content.

Once you create a security policy, it will be available for selection in the Default Policy menu.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Activation on page 11.

Activation
Here, you determine the activation status of the configuration. Are you ready to go live, do you want to test
it, or do you just want to save it for later?
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You can pick from three different activation statuses:

• Save without Activating. This saves the configuration, but doesn't activate it in either of the
networks in Akamai Control Center. You can come back later and decide what you want to do.

• Staging This activates the configuration on the staging network so you can test it.

• Production. This saves the configuration on production in Control Center if you're ready to go live.
Don't select this option unless you're sure you want to go live.

You can optionally apply Change Notes. Input any notes for your configuration. For example, you could
include details here for other users so they'll understand what the configuration is for.

Before you activate...
Consider these points prior to activating your live configuration

• You can't edit a live configuration once you activate it on either network. So, don't activate until
you're sure you're ready to go. However, you can create a new version from an activated
configuration, edit that as necessary, and apply your streams to it.

• The Hostname and Archive/NetStorage CP Code are activated separately from each other and
from the other settings in the live configuration. These settings are not activated on staging, only
on production. You can't test these settings on Staging.

• If you're using a NetStorage-related feature, ensure it's properly set up before you activate on
production. This applies to the Archive Settings (for the configuration) on page 8. It requires that you
have a storage group destination for your archive content set up in NetStorage beforehand.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the final phase of the wizard and review your configuration settings.
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Review (the configuration)
Finally, you need to review your configuration’s settings and save.
 

 

Review the configuration information for accuracy. Click Submit to enter your configuration in the system.

Manage existing configurations
You can access your existing live configurations and interact with them.
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First, let's open the specific configuration for viewing
Before you can manage a specific live configuration, you need to find it in the table and open it.

1. Select Live Configurations  from the entity selector.

2. Use the Filter Configs field to filter based on Config Name or CP Code.

3. Click the configuration to view its settings.

Can I edit a live configuration?
If you haven't activated it on either the Production or Staging networks—you left it at "Save without
activating" during creation—you can edit its settings. With a live configuration open for viewing, click Edit.

If you have activated it, you can't edit its settings. But, you can create a new version from an activated
configuration, modify that as necessary, and apply your streams to it. You can also change the active
network—from Staging to Production or Production back to Staging.
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Review your archive storage group in NetStorage
If you've set up a storage group in NetStorage to house your live stream archives, you can directly access it
from your live configuration. With a live configuration open for viewing, click the CP code link displayed in
the Archive/NetStorage CP Code..

 

 

The NetStorage app launches, filtered specifically to this storage group. For details on the use of the
NetStorage app, see its documentation.

Create a new version of an activated configuration
Once you activate a configuration on Staging or Production, you can't edit it. You need to create a new
version of it to apply new settings. This is typically only necessary if the metadata template used for your
configuration has been changed. However, you may just need to make changes.

1. With a live configuration open for viewing, click Edit. The ellipsis "…" menu is added to the Actions
column.

2. Click "…" and select Create from this version.

This launches the same wizard used to create a new live configuration, but all of the settings from the
previous version are pre-applied. Modify settings as necessary.

Note:

• This method locks various Basic Settings. This is because you're reusing the
existing configuration and just creating a new version of it. If you need to
change any of these locked settings, you'll need to create a new live
configuration and apply your streams to it, instead.

• Metadata template changes that would require versioning are announced on
the Control Center home page.
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Change activation networks
Once you've activated a configuration on one of the two Akamai networks, you can change between them.

1. With a live configuration open for viewing, click Edit. The ellipsis "…" menu is added to the Actions
column.

2. Click "…" and select the Submit to <network> option:

• Submit to Production. You'll see this if your configuration is in Staging. Select this to
promote your configurations Production to "go live."

• Submit to Staging. This appears if the configuration is already activated on the production
network. This moves your configuration to the staging network for testing.

Note: Consider these points before switching networks:

• Ensure you're ready to go live before you "Submit to Production." You
should test your configuration on Staging before you go live.

• Be careful switching from Production to Staging. Changing from Production
to Staging will disrupt any active streams that are controlled by the
configuration.
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Create an ingest stream

Here's how you add an ingest stream to a live configuration.

Before you begin
You need at least one live ("common") configuration set up so you can add the ingest stream to it.

Let's get started

1. Log in to Control Center.

2. Select  > Media > Other Media Services > Legacy Media Services Live.

3. Select HLS/HDS/DASH from the drop-down menu.

4. Select Live Streams  from the entity selector.

5. Click + Add Stream.

The Add Stream wizard launches.

What's next?
You use the wizard to create your configuration, beginning with Basic Settings.

Basic Settings
In the first phase of the process, you apply basic settings for your stream.
 

 

Configure these options here:
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Parameter Description

Stream Name Type a name for your stream. Your stream name can be up to 90
characters in length and may include the characters “a–z”, “A–Z”,
“0–9”, underscores ( _ ), and hyphens ( - ).

Stream Packaging
Configuration

The configuration selected during the previous phase is revealed
here. You can use the drop-down to select another one, if necessary.

Note: This menu only shows live configurations that
have been submitted for activation on production or
have been converted to advanced configurations.

Stream Type Select a stream delivery type. MSL will convert your ingested
content to this format.

• HLS. For the Apple HTTP Live Streaming format.

• HDS. For the Adobe HTTP Dynamic Streaming format.

• DASH. For the Dynamic Adaptive Streaming over HTTP
format.

Stream End Date Optionally select a date when your streaming event will end.

Contact Details From the Primary Contact and Secondary Contact menus, select the
people Akamai should contact regarding entrypoint availability
issues. These contacts are required.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Encoder Settings on page 18.

Encoder Settings
In the second phase of the wizard, you apply encoder settings.
 

 

Set these options:
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Username The encoder user name appears in this field. This is typically the Content Provider
(CP) code assigned to the encoder.

Password Enter a password to access the encoder. All Media Services Live 4 streams must
have a password configured. If you are using Media Services Live 4s Ingest
Acceleration feature, IAS will need to be configured with a user name and this
password. If you're using Media Services Live without Ingest Acceleration, your
encoder does not need to authenticate against the entry point, and this password
field is ignored.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard, Archive Settings (for the stream) on page 19.

Archive Settings (for the stream)
Next, you need to configure archive settings for the stream.
 

 

You'll find these options here:

Parameter Description

Archive to NetStorage Select this option to archive your stream to NetStorage. If you do not
want to archive your stream to NetStorage, deselect this option and
enter a DVR window value (from 5 to 30 minutes) in the DVR
Window field.

Automatic Deletion of Archives
on NetStorage

Select this option to automatically delete archives older than a
specified number of days.
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Parameter Description

Stream Event Names Enter the stream event names for which you would like to set up
automatic purge, separating multiple names with a new line.

You can obtain the stream event name from the playback URL. For
example, the HLS stream event name would be test in the
following playback URL: http://example-
i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/test/master.m3u8

Only Delete Archives Older
Than

Enter the number of days to keep the content. Anything older will be
deleted.

What's next?
Click Next to move on to the next phase of the wizard and review your stream settings.

Review (the stream)
Finally, you need to review the stream's settings and save.
 

 

Confirm the stream parameters. If you want to receive a notification once the stream has been provisioned,
enter your email address in the Send Email notification to field, and click Submit.

A submit message similar to the following appears.
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You can edit streams
If necessary, you can edit one of your existing streams.

How to

1. Go to the MSL main page and select Live Streams  from the entity selector.

2. Click the name of the stream that you want to edit and click Edit.

You can edit the following in this page:

• Basic Details. You can edit the stream name, primary and secondary contacts, and the
stream end date.

• Archive Details. You can change the archive to NetStorage selection and the DVR Window
period.

• Encoder Details. You can change the encoder password.

3. After you're done with your edits, click Save.
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There are ingest limits

The MSL infrastructure has specific limits on HLS, HDS, and DASH ingest streams.

Summary

• No more than 40 total bit rates per configuration if segment size is 6 seconds. This includes the
sum of primary and backup streams.

• No more than 64 total bit rates per configuration if segment size is 10 seconds. This includes
the sum of primary and backup streams.

Details

• The HLS/HDS/DASH ingest limit is a function of the segment duration and the sum of primary and
backup.

• Media Services Live (MSL) can handle a variety of segment lengths. 10 seconds is recommended by
Apple. MSL can support as low as 2 seconds, but please check with your encoder vendor to ensure
support. This value should match what your encoder will send. For a list of qualified encoders, see
this Akamai Community article.

• DASH segments tend to be 6 seconds.

Example
Assume that you have a dozen streams, each with six bitrates (64, 264, 464, 864, 1664, and 2264 Kbps)
and each with a backup stream.

• If you ingest for the HLS/HDS/DASH network, it is 6 bitrates of ingest per stream or 144 bitrates of
ingest across all streams and backups.

• With a 10-second segment duration the customer would need 3 configurations (144 / 64 = 2.25, so 3
configurations).

• With a 6-second segment duration the customer would need 4 configurations (144 / 40 = 3.6, so 4
configurations).
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Set up the video encoder and playback for HLS

After you complete your setup for HLS media, you will have the information you need to configure your
encoder to capture and push your stream to the entrypoints.

Qualified live encoders for HLS
Akamai tests and qualifies a large range of third-party encoders you can use with MSL for HLS output
content.

What encoders can I use?
For a list of supported encoders and the latest software versions see Qualified Encoders (MSL 3.x & MSL
4.x). See the "HLS" column in the table there, and consult its "MSL 3.x" sub-column.

Note: For previously qualified third-party live encoder software versions, contact your
account representative.

HLS encoder caveats and known issues

• HLS ingest for MSL doesn't honor live encoder HTTP DELETE requests. When sent, Akamai
servers return a 200 HTTP status code, but the content is not actually deleted.

• A directory rollover interval of approximately five hours is required. Your segment length and
directory rollover settings must reflect this. For example, if your segment length is the maximum
supported 10 seconds, your directory rollover setting would be every 2000 segments, which causes
the rollover to occur every 5.5 hours.

Use primary and backup streams
To prevent stream vulnerability to potential network problems, you must actively use both primary and
backup streams. Doing so adds redundancy by implementing an automatic failover feature should one
stream or the other fail. To set up failover between primary and backup streams, you must enable stale
playlist detection as outlined in the section Create a Live Configuration on page 7.

Note: In HLS Ingest, for failover logic to work correctly, you must set the variant
playlist in your encoder to one of these three names: playlist.m3u8, index.m3u8,
or master.m3u8. If you need to use a name other than one of these, you can set this
up in your configuration using Control Center.

The default failover time between primary and backup streams is 1.8 times of segment duration. This can be
changed by your Account Representative. If the archiver does not receive an updated child playlist file from
the primary stream for 1.8 times of segment duration, it automatically issues a 404 error causing the end
user’s player to switch to the backup stream. The reverse is also true when switching from the backup
stream to the primary stream. This default works well with maximum supported 10-second segments (for
both unencrypted and AES-128-encrypted HLS streams), as it allows the failover to occur before the client
buffer clears.
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An important thing to keep in mind is that both streams continually send child playlists to the archiver. If one
of the streams fails and the archiver does not receive its playlist for a period of 25 minutes, that stream
becomes unavailable for playback. Because of the automatic failover feature, this is not an issue as long as
the other stream continues. Problems develop, however, if a failover is attempted after the 25-minute mark.
It is therefore important to restart failed streams as soon as possible.

For example, if your primary stream fails, Media Services Live: HLS Ingest will automatically failover to the
backup stream. If the primary stream continues to fail beyond 25 minutes, its data becomes lost from the
archiver. If the backup stream subsequently fails after this time limit, a failover attempt (from backup to
primary) results in a stream interruption, as the primary stream data is now unavailable.

Using primary/backup streams with third-party encoders

The easiest way to use primary/backup streams is to set them up in a single encoder. Not all third-party
encoders support this, however, and with those it becomes necessary to use separate encoders to stream
primary and backup.

While primary/backup streaming is possible with dual encoders, it is not automated and requires certain
manual steps to enable it. With typical single encoder primary/backup functionality, the encoder
automatically creates a variant playlist that includes all primary and backup bitrates. This ensures that the
primary and backup streams are always aware of each other’s existence and allows for automatic failover
from one to the other. With situations that require dual encoders, this automatic playlist generation does not
occur.

Here, each encoder creates variant playlists for the primary or backup stream only, requiring manual
manipulation to create a merged playlist that includes both primary and backup streams. Refer to Create a
merged variant playlist on page 26.

In addition, there might be circumstances where you need dual encoders in two separate geographical
locations, with one streaming the primary and the other streaming the backup. In this case, even encoders
that support primary/backup from a single encoder will require the dual encoder solution with regard to
variant playlist generation.

Publishing workflow
The encoder publishes primary and backup streams with the following URLs:

Primary publishing hostname
post.example-i.akamaihd.net

Primary publishing path
[stream_id]/[event_name]

Example
http://post.example-i.akamaihd.net/50002/test79

Backup publishing hostname
postb.example-i.akamaihd.net
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Backup publishing path
[stream_id]-b/[event_name]

Example
http://postb.example-i.akamaihd.net/50002-b/test79

Note: The stream ID must be identical between your primary and backup streams.
The stream ID can be obtained from the Control Center’s Manage HD Live Streams
and Stream Details pages.

Playback workflow
The encoder should generate the primary and backup URLs as follows:

Base playback URL
example-i.akamaihd.net

Primary playback path
Primary Playback paths are different for unencrypted HLS streams and Akamai-encrypted streams (if you
set up Akamai Encryption of HLS live streams).

For unencrypted HLS Streams: hls/live/[stream_id]/[event_name]/[filename].m3u8

Example: http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002/test79/test79.m3u8

Note: Do not start your event_name with AES.

For Akamai-Encrypted HLS Streams (AES-128 format): hls/live/[stream_id]/AES128/
[event_name]/[filename].m3u8

Example: http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002/AES128/test79/test79.m3u8

Backup playback path
Backup Playback paths are different for unencrypted HLS streams and Akamai-encrypted streams (if you
set up Akamai Encryption of your HLS live streams).

For Unencrypted HLS Streams: hls/live/[stream_id]-b/[event_name]/[filename].m3u8

Example: http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test79/test79.m3u8

Note: Do not start your event_name with AES.

For Akamai-Encrypted HLS Streams (AES-128 format): hls/live/[stream_id]-b/AES128/
[event_name]/[filename].m3u8

Example: http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/AES128/test79/test79.m3u8
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The above playback information will be embedded in the variant m3u8 file. Backup URLs are in bold in the
following example.

#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=648224,RESOLUTION=640x360,CODECS="avc1.4d401e,mp4a.40.2"
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/500002/test/01.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=648224,RESOLUTION=640x360,CODECS="avc1.4d401e,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test/01.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=443680,RESOLUTION=400x224,CODECS="avc1.42e00d,mp4a.40.2"
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/500002/test/02.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=443680,RESOLUTION=400x224,CODECS="avc1.42e00d,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test/02.m3u8

#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=956544,RESOLUTION=640x720,CODECS="avc1.4d401f,mp4a.40.2"
http://example-i.akamaihd.nett/hls/live/500002/test/03.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-
ID=1,BANDWIDTH=956544,RESOLUTION=640x720,CODECS="avc1.4d401f,mp4a.40.2"

http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/50002-b/test/03.m3u8

Create a merged variant playlist
To create a merged playlist, you must extract the variant playlists from each encoder and manually merge
them.

For example, assume a primary variant playlist URL of http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/
200001/event/master.m3u8

The playlist in the document is for reference purposes only and portrays how you can create a merged
playlist (primary and backup).

For details, see:

https://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc8216#section-4.3.1.2

Media Stream Validator Tool by Apple - https://developer.apple.com/library/archive/technotes/tn2235/
_index.html

Start your encoder, and then use the UNIX curl command to acquire the variant playlist’s contents.

curl http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/master.m3u8

#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=165135
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone110.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=262346
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http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=481677
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone400.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=688301
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/ipad600.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=894877
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/ipad800.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=1308077
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/ipad1200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=40000
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone110audio.m3u8

Notice that each line denotes a different bitrate.

Now, do the same for the backup variant playlist URL http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/
200001-b/event/master.m3u8

curl http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/master.m3u8

#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=165135
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone110.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=262346
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=481677
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone400.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=688301
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/ipad600.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=894877
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/ipad800.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=1308077
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/ipad1200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=40000
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone110audio.m3u8

Manually merge the contents of each of these files to produce the following:

#EXTM3U
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=165135
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone110.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=165135
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone110.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=262346
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=262346
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=481677
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone400.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=481677
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone400.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=688301
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/ipad600.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=688301
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/ipad600.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=894877
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http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/ipad800.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=894877
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/ipad800.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=1308077
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/ipad1200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=1308077
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/ipad1200.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=40000
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001/event/iphone110audio.m3u8
#EXT-X-STREAM-INF:PROGRAM-ID=1, BANDWIDTH=40000
http://example-i.akamaihd.net/hls/live/200001-b/event/iphone110audio.m3u8

Notice that each bitrate in the list has a primary and a backup associated with it.

Finally, using the curl command, you post the file to the primary ingress URL. Posting to the backup is
unnecessary, as the variant playlist need only be sent once during playback: curl -T master.m3u8
http://post.example-i.akamaihd.net/200001/event/index.m3u8

Note: As shown in the curl upload example, you must give the merged variant
playlist a name different from any existing ones being used to avoid its being
overwritten. For example, if master.m3u8 is in use by your primary and backup, you
can rename the merged playlist to index.m3u8 or playlist.m3u8. If master.m3u8 is in
use by your primary and playlist.m3u8 is in use by your backup, you can rename the
merged playlist to index.m3u8. If, for some reason, all three names are in use or you
want to use a different name, you can set this up in your configuration using Control
Center.

Use HTTPS with HLS
Media Services Live configurations let you ingest and deliver all content over HTTPS.

• You need to select the Enable HTTPS option in the Advanced Delivery Settings when you create
your configuration. See Delivery Settings on page 9.

• Live encoders that can broadcast using the HTTPS protocol are compatible with Media Services
Live: HLS Ingest under the conditions described in the following sections.

Ingest scenarios

• You can upload the master variant playlist, child playlist, audio and video (ts, aac) segments, and
keys over both HTTP and HTTPS.

• Token authentication is not supported for ingest.

Playback scenarios

• You can deliver all content over HTTP or HTTPS.

• You can deliver the child playlist and audio and video content over HTTP or HTTPS and the keys and
master variant playlist over HTTPS. See Delivery Settings on page 9.

• If you set up Akamai Encryption, there are several scenarios:
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– If you do not enable HTTPS delivery when creating your configuration (you do not check the
Enable HTTPS checkbox) — HTTPS delivery is supported for all streams with the following
exception:

For AES-128 and CLEAR streams, all requests can be on HTTP or HTTPS.

– If you enable HTTPS delivery when creating your configuration (you check the Enable
HTTPS checkbox) — HTTPS delivery is supported for all streams with the following
exception:

For AES-128 and CLEAR streams, master playlists’ requests MUST be on HTTPS. All other
requests can use HTTP or HTTPS.

• Token authentication for delivery is supported.

• Primary/backup failover is supported.

Note: It is recommended that you rotate your keys either every 30 segments
(assuming you are using the maximum supported 10-second segments) or every five
(5) minutes of stream time.

Use subtitles with HLS
Subtitling is a process of overlaying video with text.

This can be done for accessibility for hearing-impaired people, language translation, or any other reason a
producer chooses. Subtitles can be passed to a viewer in an accompanying “sidecar” file.

The supported file formats are WebVTT (Web Video Text Tracks) and VTT. The sidecar format WebVTT or
VTT is specified by W3C at: http://dev.w3.org/html5/webvtt/

Check quality with a live player

How can I check streaming quality?
To check the quality of your HLS content, you can use any iOS device.

Additional resources
For best practices for creating and deploying HTTP Live Streaming Media for Apple Devices take a look at
these resources:

• HLS Authoring Specification for Apple Devices

• HTTP Live Streaming (on Apple Developer)
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Set up the video encoder and playback for HDS

If HDS is your chosen media format, and you've finished all of the previous steps, you should have
eveything you need. Now, you can configure your encoder to capture and push your stream to the
entrypoints.

Qualified live encoders for HDS
Akamai tests and qualifies a large range of third-party encoders you can use with MSL for HDS output
content.

What encoders can I use?
For a list of supported encoders and the latest software versions see Qualified Encoders (MSL 3.x & MSL
4.x). See the "HDS" column in the table there, and consult its "MSL 3.x" sub-column.

Note: HDS streams pushed from unqualified live encoders will be rejected. For
previously qualified third-party live encoders’ software versions, contact your Account
Representative.

HDS encoder caveats and known issues

• HDS ingest for MSL doesn't honor live encoder HTTP DELETE requests. When sent, Akamai
servers return a 200 HTTP status code, but the content is not actually deleted.

• Directory rollover is supported with HDS ingest for MSL. However, it's not required.

Use primary and backup streams
To avoid interruptions in the distributed system, the encoder should be capable of publishing the same
content to primary and backup locations.

The encoder should be able to input primary and backup publishing and playback hostnames and primary
and backup paths for a given stream. The same content (set-level manifest, stream-level manifest, drm meta
files, fragments, and bootstrap) should be simultaneously published to primary and backup paths.

Publishing workflow
The encoder publishes primary and backup streams with the following URLs:

Primary publishing hostname
post.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

Primary publishing path
hds/{streamID}/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}
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Examples

http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/test79/test79.f4m

http://post.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10

Backup publishing hostname
postb.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

Backup publishing path
hds/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples

http://postb.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002-b/test79/
test79.f4m

http://postb.50002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/hds/50002-b/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10

Note the following:

• The encoder publishes your stream to both primary and backup locations.

• The segments and .f4m files are duplicated across primary and backup and should be identical.

Playback workflow
The encoder should allow primary and backup paths to be inputed in following way:

Base playback URL
{customerhostname}.-i.akamaihd.net

Primary playback path
hds/live/{streamID}/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002/test79/test79.f4m

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10

Backup playback path
hds/live/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/test79/test79.f4m
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• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/
test79/5000kbpsSeg100Frag10

The above playback information input from a user is embedded in the set-level manifest as two separate
adaptive sets. For example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="utf-8"?>
<manifest xmlns="http://ns.adobe.com/f4m/1.0" version="3.0">
<id>myVideo</id>
<streamType>live</streamType>
<baseURL>http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/</baseURL>
<adaptiveSet>
<media href="50002/test79/5000kbps.f4m" bitrate="5000"/>
</adaptiveSet>
<adaptiveSet>
<media href="50002-b/test79/5000kbps.f4m" bitrate="5000"/>
</adaptiveSet>
</manifest>

The HDS player requests the stream-level manifest using above URLs. The player then parses information
in the stream-level manifest and requests object names by appending to the base URLs in stream-level
manifests. The player uses HTTP error responses from the server to use the backup stream content:

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/
test79/5000kbpsSeg24Frag41

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/hds/live/50002-b/test79/5000kbps.drmmeta

Check quality with a live player

How can I check streaming quality?
To check the quality of your HDS content, you can use any OSMF (Open Source Media Framework) player.

Additional resources

• High-quality, network-efficient HTTP streaming with HDS

• HTTP Dynamic Streaming An Overview
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Set up the video encoder and playback for DASH

If you've finished the setup for DASH media, you'll have all the information you need to configure your
encoder to capture, push your stream to the entrypoints, and configure playback.

Qualified live encoders for DASH
Akamai tests and qualifies a range of third-party encoders you can use with MSL for DASH output content.

What encoders can I use?
For a list of supported encoders and the latest software versions see Qualified Encoders (MSL 3.x & MSL
4.x). See the "DASH" column in the table there, and consult its "MSL 3.x" sub-column.

Note: DASH streams pushed from unqualified live encoders will be rejected. For
previously qualified third-party live encoders’ software versions, contact your Account
Representative.

DASH encoder caveats and known issues

• DASH ingest for MSL doesn't honor live encoder HTTP DELETE requests. When sent, Akamai
servers return a 200 HTTP status code, but the content is not actually deleted.

• Directory rollover is supported with DASH ingest for MSL. However, it's not required.

Use primary and backup streams
To avoid interruptions in the distributed system, the encoder should be capable of publishing the same
content to primary and backup locations.

The encoder should be able to input primary and backup publishing, and also playback hostnames and
primary and backup paths for a given stream. The same content (mpd, initialization segments, and media
segments) should be simultaneously published to primary and backup paths.

Publishing workflow
The encoder publishes primary and backup streams with the following URLs:

Primary publishing hostname
post.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

Primary publishing path
dash/{streamID}/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples:
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• http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/test79/
dash.mpd

• http://post.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002/
test79/5000kbps-10.m4s

Backup publishing hostname
postb.{streamID}.{customerhostname}.r.akamaientrypoint.net

Backup publishing path
dash/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{manifest}.{object}

Examples:

• http://postb.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002-b/
test79/dash.mpd

• http://postb.500002.testconfig.r.akamaientrypoint.net/dash/500002-b/
test79/10.m4s

Note the following:

• The encoder publishes stream to both locations — primary and backup.

• The segments and mpd are duplicated across primary and backup and should be identical.

Playback workflow
The encoder should let you input primary and backup paths in the following way:

Base playback URL
http://{customerhostname}-i.akamaihd.net

Primary playback path
dash/live/{streamID}/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002/test79/dash.mpd

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002/test79/dash/
5000kbps-10.m4s

Backup playback path
dash/live/{streamID}-b/{eventname}/{object}

Examples:

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002-b/test79/dash.mpd

• http://testconfig-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002-b/test79/dash/
5000kbps-10.m4s
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The above playback information is embedded in the manifest mpd file as two BaseURLs, as shown in the
following example:

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<MPD xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xmlns="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:2011" 
xsi:schemaLocation="urn:mpeg:dash:schema:mpd:2011 http://standards.iso.org/
ittf/PubliclyAvailableStandards/MPEG-DASH_schema_files/DASH-MPD.xsd" 
type="dynamic" minimumUpdatePeriod="PT30S" 
availabilityStartTime="2014-02-05T22:29:56" minBufferTime="PT12S" 
timeShiftBufferDepth="PT1M0S" profiles="urn:mpeg:dash:profile:isoff-
live:2011">
<BaseURL>http://test-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002/linearprogram1/
</BaseURL>
<BaseURL>http://test-i.akamaihd.net/dash/live/500002-b/linearprogram/
<BaseURL>
<Period start="PT0S" duration="PT1M0.6S" id="1">
<AdaptationSe01t mimeType="video/mp4" codecs="avc1.42CE,mp4a.40.5" 
frameRate="15000/1001" segmentAlignment="true" subsegmentAlignment="true" 
startWithSAP="1" subsegmentstartWithSAP="1" bitstreamSwitching="true">
<ContentComponent contentType="video" id="1"/>
<SegmentTemplate timescale="90000" duration="540000"
startNumber="74247"/>
<Representation id="1" width="640" height="360"
bandwidth="600000">
<SubRepresentation contentComponent="1" bandwidth="600000"
codecs="avc1.42C01E"/>
<SegmentTemplate duration="540000" startNumber="74247"
media="dash_video600-$Number$.mp4
initialization="dash_video600-.init"/>
</Representation>
<Representation id="2" width="320" height="180"
bandwidth="200000">
<SubRepresentation contentComponent="1" bandwidth="200000"
codecs="avc1.42C01E"/>
<SegmentTemplate duration="540000" startNumber="74248"
media="dash_video200-$Number$.mp4"
initialization="dash_video200-.init"/>
</Representation>
</AdaptationSet>
</Period>
</MPD>

If the player detects a 404 error on a segment request, it switches to an alternate stream and vice versa.

Check quality with a live player

How can I check streaming quality?
To check the quality of your DASH content, you can use this player.

Additional resources

• MPEG-DASH An Overview
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You can use Event Center

With Media Services Live, an event is a combination of streams you package together to help with tracking
and reporting. An event can contain either a single type of stream or multiple types.

After you create your Media Services Live configurations and streams, use Event Center in Control Center
to create and manage events for tracking. Event Center offers the Scheduler, which lets you create and
manage various event types and view statistics for past, present, and future events.

 

 

Before you begin

• You need the Stream ID assigned to your streams. You can see this value along with the Stream
Name in the Live Streams entity in MSL Stream Packaging.
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Create an event
Follow the instructions in Create or edit an event in the Event Center User Guide to set up the event.
However, when you reach these windows of the wizard, you need to set some specific options:

• Internal details. Set Support level to "Live Event Support."

• Service selection. Select "Streams - Universal Live" from the Service type drop-down. Input the
Stream ID in the Filter field to limit the results to your stream and click to select it. Repeat this to add
additional streams.

All

Track an event
You can access the Control room view to track real-time data about your in-progress events. See Track a
live event in the Event Center User Guide.

View a report on a past event
You can view historical data on your past events. See View a report on a past event in the Event Center
User Guide.
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You can review traffic reports

Traffic reporting for Media Services Live (MSL) HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest is available through Akamai
Control Center.

We offer a full-function user interface for Media Services Live reports. To access the interface:

1. Open the application. Go to  > MEDIA > Other Media services > Legacy Media Services Live
reports.

2. In the drop-down, select the desired report type under HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest:

• Realtime. This report provides near real-time information on quality and availability.

• Historic. This report provides historical information on quality and availability

We also offer an API
You can develop you own unique interface using the Media Services Reports API. For details on use, see all
of the "Media Services Live HLS/HDS/DASH Ingest" resources in the Media Services Reports API v1
documentation.
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You can use the Media Services API v1

The Media Services API v1 lets you stream HLS ingest live media to appropriate devices running iOS
version 3.0 or higher.

Note: This API isn't supported for use with HDS or DASH ingest media.

You can find the user documentation for this API on Download Center in Akamai Control Center:

1. Access Control Center.

2. Log in with an account that has access to create Media Services Live: HLS, HDS, and DASH Ingest
streams.

3. Select ☰ > SUPPORT > Download Center.

4. In the Media Delivery category, select Media Services Live.

5. Open Legacy product documentation.

6. Click Media Services API v1 user guide.pdf to download the user guide.
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Notice

Akamai secures and delivers digital experiences for the world’s largest companies. Akamai’s Intelligent Edge
Platform surrounds everything, from the enterprise to the cloud, so customers and their businesses can be
fast, smart, and secure. Top brands globally rely on Akamai to help them realize competitive advantage
through agile solutions that extend the power of their multi-cloud architectures. Akamai keeps decisions,
apps, and experiences closer to users than anyone — and attacks and threats far away. Akamai’s portfolio
of edge security, web and mobile performance, enterprise access, and video delivery solutions is supported
by unmatched customer service, analytics, and 24/7/365 monitoring. To learn why the world’s top brands
trust Akamai, visit www.akamai.com, blogs.akamai.com, or @Akamai on Twitter. You can find our global
contact information at www.akamai.com/locations.

Akamai is headquartered in Cambridge, Massachusetts in the United States with operations in more than 57
offices around the world. Our services and renowned customer care are designed to enable businesses to
provide an unparalleled Internet experience for their customers worldwide. Addresses, phone numbers, and
contact information for all locations are listed on www.akamai.com/locations.

© 2021 Akamai Technologies, Inc. All Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced,
transmitted, transcribed, stored in a retrieval system or translated into any language in any form by any
means without the written permission of Akamai Technologies, Inc. While precaution has been taken in the
preparation of this document, Akamai Technologies, Inc. assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions, or
for damages resulting from the use of the information herein. The information in this document is subject to
change without notice. Without limitation of the foregoing, if this document discusses a product or feature in
beta or limited availability, such information is provided with no representation or guarantee as to the matters
discussed, as such products/features may have bugs or other issues.

Akamai and the Akamai wave logo are registered trademarks or service marks in the United States (Reg.
U.S. Pat. & Tm. Off). Akamai Intelligent Edge Platform is a trademark in the United States. Products or
corporate names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of other companies and are used only for
explanation and to the owner's benefit, without intent to infringe.

Published 9/2021
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